
Committee: Disarmament 

Topic: Russian implication regarding the disarmament of Ukrainian rebels 

Main Submitter: Russia 

Co-submitters: China, Cuba, Iraq, Iran, Syria 

Pre-ambulatory clauses:   

1. Affirming that a civil war was happening in Ukraine between the Ukrainian rebels 

and the pro-Russians; 

2. Having considered that Ukraine’s security needs to develop; 

3. Fully aware that Ukrainian’s rebel is getting support from the western countries; 

4. Affirming that 97.5% of Crimean citizen wants to be a part of the Russian 

Federation; 

5. Noting that illegal trafficking to rebels can be made from the black sea 

6. Taking into consideration that a lack of defense on Crimean borders can cause the 

penetration of Ukrainian rebels  

7. Guided by the fact that funds are necessary in order to establish the provided 

security between the two regions 

8. Recognizing the chaos and instability in  Crimea 

9. Noting the increase in illegal weapon trading throughout Ukraine 

10. Aware of the abundant amount of problems facing the country of Ukraine 

11. Desiring the increase of all vehicles moving in  and out  of  Ukraine 

Operative clauses: 

1. Invites the Ukrainian government to develop and increase security by,  

a. Installing more cameras throughout the cities,  

b. Adding road blocks, 

2. Authorizes the prevention of  illegal weapon trafficking as it is one of the causes 

of Ukrainian rebels having an arsenal by, 

a. Impose extra customs regarding lethal weapons and fire arms, 

b. Dispatch soldiers to arrest illegal trafficking bands from, 

i. The UN forces, 

ii. The Russian forces, 



c. Increase the searching of cargos and trucks,  

3. Recommends that the UN forces contribute in stopping the Ukrainian rebels, 

a. By sending the UN forces in the borders between Crimea and Ukraine, 

b. By helping the Russian forces to stop any illegal trafficking or initiatives 

of fighting between the Rebels and the Pro-Russian, 

4. Suggests to  keep Crimea as a part of the Russian Federation as the majority of 

the Crimean citizens agrees to be a part of Russia, 

5. Encourages the reinforcement of Russian naval forces regarding the security 

searches on the Black sea by, 

a. Further training naval troops, 

b. Increase the number of troops in non-touristic parts on the Black sea 

coasts, 

c. The operation will be supervised by the UN forces, 

6. Emphasizes the creation of a civil organization in Crimea which will assist to 

stop any and all problems between the maiden and the pro-Russian parties, 

a. This organization will be funded by the Chinese government, 

7. Further requests to increase military reinforcements on the Crimean borders by, 

a. Sending UN forces, 

b. Training non-governmental and volunteers from the civilian organization, 

8. Insists on  limiting the weapon trading to only governmental institutions and 

authorized dealers and retailers, 

9. Enhances the Investigative Committee of Russia and the SVR RF (foreign 

intelligence service) in contributing in funding and sending troops to help solve 

this problem, 

10. Invites all countries concerned by this problem to donate in order to help applying 

the solutions given. 


